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rr HE art sensation of the decade, which the living Dutch painter, Han Meegeren, 
has owned by his confession that he forged six Verrneere (Including the famous 

" Christ at Emmaus ") and two Pieter de .Hoochs, is still developing, For although the 
painter will have to stand trial sortie time riot before neat May, the Dutch State acting 
for the  Rijksmuseum  at Amsterdam and the Boymans Museum at Rotterdam, has filed 
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them with his own name. This offer has been rejected, He now proposes 
to paint a large " Golgotha in the style of Vermeer, but in this case. as 
in that of the picture " jams Preaching In the Temple." over his own name, 
Meanwhile, interest in his own works already considerable before the sensa-
tional discovery  ot  the forgeries, has far from lessened, This work, some 
specimens of which are reproduced above: has bn,!,er,  purchased on its Own 
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merits by the Modern Department of the State Museums, though it is tacking 
in the style and even the good taste which are to be expected in pictures 
of real artistic value, Van  Meegeren  claims that it was lack of appreciation 
of his own artistic efforts that drove him to forgery, and not desire for 
wealth, inasmuch as his own works brought In sufficient sums to satisfy any 
such deliro. None of 101 own works, however, can In any way compete 
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E P ES OF VAN MEEGEREN 'S ACKNOWLEDGED WORK. 
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a petition of bankruptcy against van  Meegeren,  thus not only anticipating 
the cletiaton of the court, but also implying the recognition of the truth of 
van Meegeeen's amazing confession,. As the estate of the painter (though 
comprising more than fifty houses, several seventeenth-century piotures and 
other valuables) is not considered equal to meeting the claim for five million 
guilders damages, it has been suggested that van  Meegeren  should continue 
his art—for instance, copying Old Master-a over  hts  own name for conections 
abroad—on condition that 80 per oent, of his earnings be paid to the State. 
Van  Meegeren  agrees, but only on condition that the  sla  l* Verrileen and 
the two " Pieter de Ficoehs be returned to him and he be allowed to sign 
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with the oolour and composition of the forgeries, Details have come to light 
of the amounts the painter made with his seventeenth-century imitaticm 
The famous " Christ at Emmaus" was discovered in 1937 in Paris. Several 
Dutch millionaire" bought It for £62,000 and presented it to the Borodino 
Museum. The sum of £125,000 was paid for the " Anointing of the Feet."' 
ri the Rijksmuseurn at Amsterdam„, which van  Meegeren  claims to have 
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painted„ A third Vermeer. " The  Laat  Supper," was bought by a Rotterdam 
coal kin, roe g160,000.. Van  Meegeren,  who claims to have painted this in 
Nice in 1938, says he received iL2,„000, " Isaac Blesses Jacob " and «1  The 
Adulterous Woman are other Vermeer forgeries for which, It is said, £50.000 
and I:150,000 were paid, The two Pieter de Hooch: are both interim, For 
one, later resold for £244000. van  Meegeren  claims to have received £14,000, 
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